
Lawn Maintenance

We all know that Australian Seasons can be harsh on turf, but

give your lawn some extra attention through the year, and you

will be rewarded with healthy, resilient grass that will last

through the seasons.

Spring brings with it a time of growth and regeneration. A
healthy lawn will compliment your colourful spring garden!
It's the perfect time to get to work to prepare your garden
for the hot summer to come with plenty of food and
nutrients.

*LAWNIE TIP:

Spring is a
great time to
lay new lawns

Feeding: Your grass will be starting to grow after winter, a
good long-term fertiliser will provide the nutritional support
to make your grass stronger, thicker and greener. 

Weeding: Now is also a great time to get on top of weeds.
applying a good broad-spectrum herbicide and will keep
your lawn looking healthy!

Water: Add in applying a granular wetting agent. Granular
wetting agents last longer than liquid and generally act as a
preventative measure against dry patch. It is easier to keep
the soil wet after winter rains then to try and re wet it after it
has dried out

Retic Audit: Put out your catch cups and make sure your
retic system is working. If you are not getting even coverage
in your cups then you need to look for broken, blocked or mis
aligned sprinklers or broken pipes.

*LAWNIE TIP:

Check your PH
levels!

A lush green lawn in the summer makes spending time
outside even more enjoyable. In Australia, we have hot dry
summers, so we need to remember to keep the moisture
up to help our lawns stay healthy. If dry patch occurs
apply a liquid wetting agent. Liquid wetting agents work
very quickly, however you also need to do your retic audit.
Wetting agents can burn the lawn if enough water is not
applied immediately to water them in.

Water: Keep watering your lawn regularly - especially
if you're not getting a lot of rain. 

Pests: Keep an eye out for signs of pests, black beetles
in particular LOVE hot, humid conditions. If you notice
thin or bare patches appearing it might be time to
apply insecticide!

Autumn is a very important time of the year for lawn
upkeep. Your grass is starting to slow it's growth down to
prepare for the cooler months. Now is also the time to
start preventing winter weeds and pests. Remove shade
sails and prune back trees in preparation for the shorter
days and less sunlight. Remember lawn needs at least 4
to 5 hours of sunlight to do well.

Water: Make sure to water your lawn regularly -
especially if you're not getting a lot of rain. Adding a
wetting agent can be especially beneficial if you're
finding that your soil is not holding enough moisture.

Feeding: Fertilise again for Christmas and apply
another dose of granular wetting agent. Remember to
always use a commercial grade wetting agent for the
best results and a fertiliser specially made for your area.
This will make sure you have the added trace elements
that are lacking in your soil type.

Feeding: March is the perfect time to fertilise your
lawn. This will help your grass recover after the heat
and higher traffic (from those backyard bbq's) it
experienced through summer.

Weeding: It is also time to apply a quality pre-
emergent herbicide to your lawn to stop winter weeds
(such as winter grass) before they germinate.

Regulate: March has started to get very humid. Humid
weather encourages growth of the lawn. If you feel
your mower is constantly running apply another dose of
Plant Growth Regulator.

Prevent: Spring Dead Spot. If your lawn is susceptible
to spring fungus, now is the time to apply the
preventative treatment.

Pests: Armyworm can be around. If you see moths and
have some areas that lack vigour you may need to
apply a pesticide.

Feeding: May is the MOST important fertilise of the
year. It will help your lawn to stay vigorous for as long
as possible and may even stop the dormancy period,
especially with soft leaf buffaloes.

Mowing: For the last cut of the warmer months, leave
the grass slighter longer than normal (mower blades at
around 60-70mm), this will help your lawn stay healthy
through winter

Weeding: Keep an eye on your lawn, and spot spray or
pull any weeds that you see emerging.

Weeding: Keep an eye on your lawn, and apply your
post emergent weed killers when you see new weeds.
Remember it is easier to kill weeds in the juvenile stage.
It is also better to eradicate weeds before they seed.
This may mean that you have to spray a couple of times
over the season.

Maintenance: Make sure to remove fallen leaves from
your lawn quickly, as grass needs regular sunlight in
order to stay healthy through winter.

Maintenance: Make sure to remove fallen leaves from
your lawn quickly, as grass needs regular sunlight in order
to stay healthy through winter. This also helps to prevent
disease

Feeding: Apply a liquid fertiliser, especially one with iron
and manganese. Even if the roots have gone dormant the
lawn can still take up nutrient through the leaf and give
you a dark green colour even in winter.

Keeping your lawn looking healthy year round
wil l  be easy with our month-to-month calendar,
and the awesome range of products available

from Lawn Doctor

Weeding: Summer weeds will be starting to make their
presence known. Now is the time to apply a pre-emergent
herbicide to stop them before they germinate.

Renovate: If your lawn is spongy then you will need to look
at a verti mow or groom, depending on the lawn variety
and amount of thatch. If your lawn is compacted and hard
then you might need to aerate.

Apply: a Plant Growth Regulator (PGR) if your lawn is
growing quickly. This will slow down the upwards growth
and promote the sideways growth that leads to a stronger,
healthier and denser lawn.

*LAWNIE TIP:

Use a pre-emergent that also contains fertiliser
to give your lawn an added boost

Weeding: We've all been caught by bindi's in summer!
Now is a great time to apply a pre-emergent to kill any
spring weeds before they emerge!

Prepare: Sharpen your mower blades ready for Spring.
Blunt blades cannot give a clean cut and tearing the
leaf an allow disease to get into the plant.

*LAWNIE TIP:

Go to
lmca.com.au 

for an reputable
contractor in

your area

Check: Seed heads could be showing up in your lawn. Lawns seed naturally
(even if they are a hybrid and infertile) however they seed more prolifically if
they are under stress from not enough water or nutrient or if they are newly
laid. Applying a wetting agent and fertilising can help.

Pests: Now is the time to watch for (and act against)
pests. Look for dead or bare patches appearing in your
lawn. Apply a broad-spectrum insecticide as soon as you
notice these changes.

Weeding: Don't leave your pre-emergent herbicide
application too late. These herbicides work by killing
weeds as they germinate - before they even break the
surface!!

When it comes to lawn care - timing can be everything!! That's why
we've put together this handy guide to help you plan your lawn care

and maintenance based on the seasons.

This calendar is only a guide, and does not take into account regional or seasonal weather variations.

Keep track of your local seasonal changes and always monitor your lawn's condition for any signs that

your turf may need some extra care! 

Reach out to us if you have any specific questions: www.lawndoctor.com.au

Our guide to keeping your lawn 
looking perfect year-round

Water: Water, water water!! Keep your lawn hydrated
whilst we're still experiencing hot weather. Apply your
last granular wetting agent for the season. UWA testing
has shown that wetting agents work best if applied in
September, December and February.

If you have looked after your lawn through autumn, then
winter tends to be a quiet time for lawn maintenance.
Because of this, it's a great time to plan improvements for
the spring!

Your seasonal cheat sheet
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D E C E M B E R

*LAWNIE TIP:

One long
soaking is better
than frequent,

shallow
watering

J A N U A R Y

F E B R U A R Y

*LAWNIE TIP:

Aerate
compacted

areas to
promote better

growth

M A R C H
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M A Y

J U N E
*LAWNIE TIP:

Spot fertilise
any thin or bare

patches you
notice through

winter

J U L Y

A U G U S T

*LAWNIE TIP:
 

Perth soils should always have a fertiliser
which has added iron and manganese

SPRING

SUMMER
*LAWNIE TIP:

Leaving grass a
little longer will
help prevent soil
from drying out

AUTUMN

*LAWNIE TIP:

Prevention is
better than cure

for weeds!

WINTER

www.lawndoctor.com.au

*LAWNIE TIP:

Lawns which
stay viable

continue to take
up nutrient, and

can keep
putting down
deeper roots

and keep weeds
out.

*LAWNIE TIP:

If your lawn
needs an extra
boost of colour
in winter apply
ColourGuard

Plus.

http://www.lmca.com.au/

